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Adolf Hitler died in an inferno of his own making in a bunker in the ruins of
Berlin on April 30th 1945. But it was only his body, and that of his new wife, Eva
Braun which erupted in an incandescent pyre on that chilly day, amidst all the dust
and rubble of the Reich which was predicted to last for a thousand years. Because
despite the universal hatred in which he and the other leaders of the Reich were held
by the rest of the world, there were still some, in those dark days at the end of the war
who refused to accept that Nazism would die with Hitler. And there were many who
vowed to keep the spirit of Adolf Hitler and Nazism alight and burning in their
perverted breasts.
As the world began to re-fashion itself in the aftermath of the bloodiest and
most evil war in the entire history of civilization, some former Nazis, who escaped
their punishment by skulking in the shadows of South America and Australia and
North America and South Africa and many other nations, lived and re-lived the short
12-year glory of the Third Reich. Of course, they had to do this covertly because of
the activities of the Nazi-hunters. But as the years passed slowly, as we relaxed into
the certainty of the 50's, the excitement of the 60's, the expansion of the 70's, the
wealth of the 80's, and the electronic networks of the 90's, and as the Second World
War lapsed into history, these aging Nazi, these myrmidons of their insane Führer's
attempted genocide of the Jews, came to realise that the Third Reich would never be
re-created. That this phoenix wouldn't fly.
How premature they were. Those Nazis still alive today, men like Ozals and
Kalejs are well into their 80's and will not see too many more years. But these and
other elderly Nazis who have survived their long-dead comrades and evaded their
prosecutors, these old Nazis, are now taking comfort from the fact that it was only
Adolf Hitler's body which was burned in that bunker in Berlin. They are glorying in
the reality that his spirit has been resuscitated and is alive and well and investing
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another generation in the hatred of Jews and Gypsies and anybody who isn't Aryan,
blond and blue-eyed.
If the measure of a person is not so much by the length of his life, but by the
legacy he has left, then Adolf Hitler is currently spawning a veritable race of
grandchildren who are flexing their muscular wings and asserting their power in a
way which their Führer couldn't possibly have imagined.
The concept that Adolf Hitler, the greatest monster and most evil man the
modern world has produced, had grandchildren who might carry his genetic code to
infest future generations, should horrify us all. But in a metaphorical sense, this is
precisely what has happened. Because Hitler's jackbooted armies are on the rise once
again. This time, though, they're not just marching through the cities and towns and
villages of Europe, but are stomping all over the world.
As we enter the 21st century, the footsteps of the Führer's newest
stormtroopers are impossible to hear, their footprints invisible to the naked eye.
But just as the fascists once trampled down national borders, today they are
moving around in the world of cyberspace, unfettered by boundaries, unconstrained
by police, unconfronted by armies.
The lies and distortions propagated by Dr. Goebbels in the 1930's and 40's are
being heard once more, this time, though, using the most sophisticated
communications media the world has ever seen. Indeed, just as Hitler would have
been proud of the way in which his grandchildren have re-discovered his cultural
xenophobia and re-invigorated his fascistic political ethos, so Hitler's arch
propagandist, Dr. Goebbels would have been thrilled with the way in which
communications are today being used as a medium for indoctrination. Just as
Goebbels used film, radio and the press in the 1930's and 40's to promote his god-like
Fuhrer in ways which previous propagandists never considered possible, so today's
evangelists of hate are spreading their word at the speed of light around the globe; are
reaching a world-wide audience that has never before been available to them.
The racism of the Nazis and of other like-minded racists and fascists and rightwing demagogues once again is loud, strident and evil, and can be heard and seen
clearly in Australia and Asia and Europe and America…indeed everywhere that the
internet is active.
That's both the beauty and the danger of cyberspace. The internet is a medium
of entertainment, education, research, and business. In the decade or so since it has
become one of the most popular communications media the world has ever known, it
has infiltrated lounge-rooms and classrooms and boardrooms. It is now a friend to two
hundred million people, and today in America, more people get their daily news from
the Internet than from newspapers. As a medium of business, the value of transactions
will, within the next few years, outstrip many of the world's largest banks. Indeed, it
will soon have a GDP to rival that of a small European nation.
Of course for every lightbeam, there is also a shadow; in the view of the
Australian Government, the dark side of the internet is pornography. Messrs Howard
and Alston, orchestrated in their opinions by Brian Harradine, believe that the act of
viewing copulation leads to a severe decline in family values and therefore draconian
measures must be put in place to ensure that we don’t see it.
Yet hardly a word has been said by our government (or for that matter by our
religious or community leaders) about the real dark shadow of the Internet…the hate
sites which are proliferating like mushrooms.
Although the number grows by the day, there are probably several thousand
racial hated, extreme militant and similar defamatory and vilification sites on the
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internet. Many of them have been especially created to be very attractive to young and
less critical casual visitors…they use the graphic imagery and iconography of the
medieval age, such as swords, pennants, dragons, shields and knights in armour to
promote their causes. And that is perhaps their greatest danger. Because unlike the
pornographic sites which by American law must warn viewers of their content, the
hate sites present their visitors with no such injunctions. They welcome everybody.
So what are these hate sites on the Internet, what do they say, and why do they
say it?
In the main, hate sites exist to propagate the particular, indeed, the peculiar
philosophies of small numbers of extremists, racists, and like-minded fascists. The
problem isn't that there are only small numbers who write the stuff and fewer still who
organise the websites…the real problem is in the vast numbers of potential or actual
visitors to their sites who read their virulent and evil material.
You see, the danger from these sites isn’t simply that their fellow travellers
and sympathizers will be the only ones to visit…the art and iconography of these sites
are particularly seductive and attract many, especially young and uncritical, people
who don't have the historical, cultural or sociological knowledge and background to
reject their false claims and evil assertions.
These racial bigots who now use the Internet as their pulpits of malevolence,
are against any group or individual who hasn't been born in the precise mould which
they believe their God created expressly for them. The hate sites which originate in
America are invariably run by white male Anglo Saxon Protestant extremists. Like
mushrooms they grow in the dark, and so it's difficult to identify who is behind them,
whether they are organised and run by groups of individuals working out of an attic in
Memphis, or whether they are the expression of the large and virulent militia units
such as those found in states like Oklahoma, Kentucky and Dakota. And while most
are centred in the nation of origin of the Internet - America - there are also hate
groups in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia and many other
countries. Of course, it doesn't really matter where the hate groups originate, because
the very nature of the Internet means that a young person in Sydney or Melbourne or
Auckland or Tokyo can easily find any of the hate sites using a search engine. Indeed,
it is often hard to determine the country of origin.
The names of these sites read like a directory of Fascism - Adolf Hitler Free
Corps, The Ku Klux Klan, Knights of the White Kamellia (sic), Aryan Preservation
Society, Carolinian Lords of the Caucasus, Christian Brotherhood of Holy War, and
many more.
They all follow the same predictable pathways to their virulent hatreds. They
are uniformly anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic, anti-Black, anti-Asian, anti-gay, antianything which is different. Listen, for instance, to this diatribe from a website owned
and run by The World Church of the Creator, whose front page has a flaxen haired
maiden dressed in a neo-Nazi uniform standing beside a neo-Nazi flag and staring
into a distant blue sky across which white clouds are scudding:
Throughout history when our people have been confronted with challenges,
either physical threats or societal dislikes, they have utilized either one of two
choices: they have either run or they have stood their ground and fought. At this time
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in the Jewish orchestrated twilight of our Race, we as a people must decide which
choice we will follow. When the bloody RAHOWA begins, will we run from the enemy
like scared rabbits, seeking refuge in some forsaken location (only to have to run
again when the enemy knocks at the door) or will we dig our heels into the ground,
resolved not to yield one more yard to the enemy's encroachment?'
(RAHOWA is an acrostic meaning Racial Holy War, and will, according to
the true believers, be the cleansing Armageddon in which all mud people (Negroes),
all Jews, all Asians, and all sub-human groups will be exterminated, leaving only
whites, Anglo Saxons, and those who follow a hideously narrow distorted view of
Protestantism. It is these kinds of apocalyptic threats which run like a virus through
the racial hatred sites. And not for one minute are these hate sites exclusively WASP.
Extremists on all sides are now taking to the internet as a way of globalising their
philosophies.)
The internet has been a dream come true for these groups. Before the advent
of instant public global communication, the groups who dreamed up these concepts
and hated all around them who were different, were confined to a relatively small
geographical territory. Even the Ku Klux Klan, one of the oldest organised groups of
racists, found it difficult to spread beyond the borders of a few Southern States. And
when civil rights legislation outlawed their public displays driving them underground,
they were hard pressed to maintain membership. The historical exception to this
model is, of course, Nazi Germany in the 1930's when Hitler appropriated the law
courts and the media of communications and turned propaganda into news.
But when computers were suddenly able to be linked to other computers
across the globe, it enabled these racists to avoid the censoring editorial policies of the
authoritative established news media; it allowed them to circumvent local law
enforcement and racial vilification legislation; and when the place of origin of a
website could be concealed from public view, the racists suddenly had an unparalleled
new propaganda medium. Now they could promote their viewpoints through a global
cyber network which was owned and controlled by nobody, to which they were
answerable to no overarching authority, and in which they could say anything without
any undue fear of legal sanctions. The Internet has facilitated the re-creation of the Ku
Klux Klan and the World Church of the Creator, and through linkages, anyone can
find his or her way to the Australian branches of these two organizations…again
created because of the Internet.
Indeed, observers are now saying that the global reach of the Internet has
enabled fascism in all its forms to spread so quickly around the world. This has been
through the sharing of methodologies on their websites, which of course, are instantly
accessible to their brethren in other countries. Whether the Internet has enabled
fascism to spread so quickly has yet to be determined, but it is certainly spreading as
one of the fastest-growing political cancers afflicting the body of democracy. The
Internet is a fertile medium for spreading the word. Listen, for instance, to the words
of the self-styled Pontifex Maximus of the World Church of the Creator, the Reverend
Matt Hale of East Peroria, Illinois.
The internet has the potential to reach millions of White People with our
message and we need to act on that immediately, before the jews pass laws which
prohibit us from expressing our beliefs and violating our Freedom of Speech. We call
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on all Creators and White Racial Loyalist to go to chat rooms and debate and recruit
with NEW people, post our Internet address everywhere, as soon as possible.
Certainly, there are the beginnings of voluntary censorship, with some Internet
Service Providers banning extreme racist material; and very recently the owner of the
viciously racist Australian web site, the Adelaide Institute run by Frederick Toben,
was arrested in Germany and jailed for his contravention of their laws concerning the
defamation of the dead, which fundamentally is the denial of the Holocaust (Germany
and Israel are two of only a handful of countries where Holocaust denial is a criminal
offence); but the abhorrence of the global internet community to net censorship will
likely deter much further action of a similar nature. And the efforts of Senator Alston
in banning pornography from Australia's internet has proven to be like trying to kill
an elephant with a pea-shooter, so even if he wanted to, an Australian government
minister alone stands no chance of seeing off an internet Ku Klux Klan site in
Tennessee. Interestingly, when the Australian government enacted laws prohibiting
local Internet companies from exhibiting pornographic material emanating from this
country, the website owners took a whole thirty minutes to be up and running again
from another country. They didn't move…merely some of their equipment, which
shows how easy it would be for hate sites to evade local legislation; hence the need
for global action.
And don’t think that the hate sites on the Internet don’t have a home-grown
flavour. We in Australia have more than our fare share of extremist groups who have
taken to cyberspace. Our local superhighway is starting to be cluttered with neoNazis, pseudo-religious and Holocaust revisionist websites in their attempts to reach
growing numbers of Australians. Here, we have groups such as National Action,
Blood and Honour, the Covenant Vision Ministry, Scott Balson's anti-Aboriginal,
anti-Asian and anti-Semitic "Australian National News of the Day, the Adelaide
Institute as well as local branches of some of the most vile and evil organizations
masquerading as Christian brotherhoods. Then there’s our very own National Action,
a group which specifically target schools, and Ron Owen's Lock, Stock and Barrel
which incites hatred against politicians. And as if this pantheon of evil isn’t enough
for a country with such a modest population, let’s not forget John Bennett's Australian
Civil Liberties' Union and Eric Butler’s Australian League of Rights, which both
propagate Holocaust denialism through their websites.
On the Internet, we see hate through racism, and through militias, militants
and conspiracy theorists.
The militias are racist groups which believe that Australia is controlled by the One
World Government which is seeking to disarm the nation, that we will be invaded by
Asia, and that they represent the last line of defence.
As "Lock Stock and Barrel" publisher Ron Owen is on the record as saying,
"Indonesia does not have to invade Australia, the Australian government
will just invite more of them in. May Allah be with them (the Australian
victims), may they learn to like rice, may they build great railway lines".
The militia publication "Lock, Stock and Barrel" has moved from a hard copy
magazine which was widely available in newsagents, to an online
publication. It gained notoriety, under a section called "House and
Garden", where it published the names and addresses, and in some cases the
photos, of parliamentarians.
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One idea shared by most on the racist right is the Port Arthur conspiracy
which alleges that Martin Bryant's killing spree was part of a sinister
plot by both national and international forces to direct hatred towards
Australian civilian gun owners.
The source of the conspiracy is Joe Vialls, a West Australian described as
"an independent investigator with thirty years direct experience of
international military and oilfield operations." His conspiracy, which is
posted on an American internet site, argues, "Directly linked to this (the
massacre) was a massive funded campaign to disarm the Australian people in
spite of significant external threats to our national security." Vialls
claims that Bryant could not have acted alone in committing the massacre,
and was indeed a 'patsy' of the forces behind the event. Vialls explains
that the massacre was orchestrated with military precision and cold-hearted
intention, "Are we to believe that a bunch of planners sat round a table
and arranged the premeditated murders of 35 Australians? Unfortunately the
answer is yes.."
Not only does author Vialls have his own Internet site, but his stories are
also published in the far-right Victorian-based "The Strategy" and the
Queensland based "The National Interest", headed by former Confederate
Action Party editor Tony Pitt, with both these publications appearing online.
The basis for these publications is the New World Order conspiracy.
According to Strategy editor Ray Platt Prime Minister Howard "won't and
can't fix the unemployment problems because he is too busy responding to
the puppet strings of his New World Order-United Nations masters". In Platt's
conspiracy laden-world every group is beholden to the "New World Order" powers,
with the Labor Party controlled by the Fabians and the National Party by the
Freemasons "whose endorsement is necessary for Ministerial approval".
The extent to which every sector of society are accomplices in this "New
World Order" takeover, was demonstrated by a 1998 Strategy cover story on a
union dispute relating to stevedores titled "Who are the guilty parties?"
This found The High Court to be guilty of upholding international law, the
Federal Government for selling out Australian control, the mainstream media
"for promoting ideologies which have been against the Australian
constitution", the multinational stevedoring companies and the socialist
unions.
"The TRUTH against the world!" is The Strategy's leitmotif, with the first
words that stare you in the face as you log on to The Strategy's internet
site being "You are truth seeker" followed by your number. In mid 1998
there were just over 1100 "truth seekers" and by mid 2000 there were almost
7000. While many could be repeat hits and many hits by default with surfers
then moving on, it indicates that this online move has succeeded in its
objective.
Their incitement directly contributes to an environment of hate. This is
seen by Pitt referring to the ALP, Democrats, Greens, Liberal and Nationals
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as "the political traitors who betray our country" and who "tax us further
into abject poverty" and "betray us to our territorially-aggressive near
north neighbours" and "govern in ways that are so clearly anti-Australian".
The Internet is also a vehicle for the far-rights' political activism. Pitt
tries to nurture reader’s participation in the political process, with his
Internet site offering links to information about how to lobby politicians, all the way
through to directions on how to number how to vote cards.
New Age racists share Hitler's belief in the Occult and like the Third
Reich Ministry of the Occult they search for UFO and the lost
civilisations, believing that they represent some superior Aryan race.
Indeed, new age racists believe the age of Aquarius will replace the age of
Aries and Pisces, the Judeo-Christian age, and some believe this will be
by force if necessary.
Even though its current efficacy is severely limited in what it can do, we can
only rely on national and state laws to counter this new and virulent wave of racial
hatred. And that's not necessarily a bad thing. For experience informs us of two
uncomfortable aspects of reality…the first is that censorship never ultimately
succeeds in its stated objectives; the second is that someone who has a visceral hatred
of others can never be educated out of that hatred. All laws can do is to protect the
victims by prohibiting the racists from publishing and broadcasting their views. No
law can stop a person from thinking.
Of course, that doesn't help those of us who are horrified and offended by the
material which is now freely visible to anyone on the Internet. Indeed, while there is a
natural and very understandable desire on the part of every person in this room,
everyone who has personally, or whose family has suffered under the nightmare of
Fascism, to squash these hate sites out of existence, we must ask ourselves whether
this is the best remedy? As I've said, Australia, through the offices of our Minister for
the Media Senator Alston, enjoys the dubious distinction of being one of the few
Western-oriented nations which has tried to censor the Internet. Not one company was
affected, and that's unfortunately what would happen overnight if countries such as
Australia, the United Kingdom and others determined that these hate sites should be
banned from operating out of their countries. At the flick of a switch, they would relocate their highly portable boxes and be up and running from a foreign shore within
hours, still spreading their global hatred, unfettered by local restrictions. And imagine
where they'd go; imagine which country with a right-wing dictatorship wouldn't
welcome these pariahs of decency, these prophets of hate?
Of course, there's always the expedient of self-censorship on the part of the
Internet Service Providers, but this isn't as simple as it may seem. I might create a
website that promotes Judaism, which many Christians or Moslems might find deeply
offensive. Should I be censored? And who would determine whether the websites are
telling lies? The factual accuracy of the assertions on David Irving's Holocaust
Revisionist site have recently been tested at huge expense in time and expertise before
a British High Court Judge, but does an Internet Service Provider have the
knowledge, capacity or time to view Irving's material and prove that what he's saying
is lies? What to us are obvious lies and distortions, to true believers are proof of the
conspiracies in which they believe. One solution might be to set up a hot line, linked
to people versed in the laws of defamation and vilification, so that an Internet service
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provider can have an immediate answer as to whether something which he’s hosting
breaches any legislation or covenants.
While the straight-out crude hate sites are growing in number, so too are the
revisionist sites. Although they can still be classified as hate sites, these quasihistorical and supposedly academic websites are not there simply to propagate crude
racial vilification. Increasingly, these hate site are disguised as religious, or
nationalistic institutions, or, as in the case of David Irving's Focal Point Publications
website, or Canada's Zundelsite, or Australia's Adelaide Institute, as bona-fide
historical research centres.
These are sites which claim to seek the truth behind great historical events
such as the Holocaust. Their stated objective is to re-write the alleged lies and
distortions of history; their self-appointed task being to rehabilitate Hitler and to
expose the conspiracy behind the concentration camps and the facts and figures of the
Second World War. These, truly, are Hitler's Grandchildren. Because as absurd and
affronting as it might sound, the straight-out racist sites I’ve talked about are
somehow more honest in their hatred than the historical revisionist sites which mask
their anti-Semitism behind a quasi-academic façade.
These revisionist sites are a very real danger on the Internet. Holocaust
revisionism and denialism are growing and gaining strength throughout the world.
The purpose of Holocaust denialism is simply to rehabilitate Nazism, to cleanse the
German people of the stain of being the instigators of the Second World War, and to
re-victimize the victims of the concentration camps. In their pursuit of legitimacy,
those who promote Holocaust denialism have embraced the Internet with a feverish
passion.
But the rehabilitation of Nazism that Holocaust denial represents is not just a
Jewish concern. Fredrick Toben claims Aboriginal land rights threaten "our national
unity and national well-being" and others have described the Mabo decision as a
"Black Australia policy". They repeat the racist myth about Aboriginal cannibalism,
saying it is "factually correct" rather than "politically incorrect".
Evidence confirming the fact that racist hatred against one group is
intrinsically part of hatred against others is provided by people such as Frederick
Toben. He did this when he said, "the mind-set that attempts to stop us from
exploring the factual historical truth-content of the Jewish-Nazi Holocaust is
similar to the mind-set that claims to have the Aborigines' interests at heart". It is
therefore inevitable that just as Jewish history is denied, so too is Aboriginal history,
with Toben asserting "that Australia's Aborigines originally came from southern India
- thereby short-circuiting the silly story that their origin lies on some 40,000 yeardream-time mythology".
But why do they do it? Why does the revisionism industry, of which David
Irving, Robert Faurisson, Arthur Butz, Frederick Zundel and many others are a part,
exist? Why precisely do these people want to resurrect fascism? Of course, they deny
that this is their intention. They claim, in the words of Australia's very own Dr
Frederick Toben of the Adelaide Institute, 'One of our major jobs is to divide the
historical fact from the hysterical fact of war propaganda'
Why has historical revisionism become such a bane in the lives of so many
Jews? Is it just because the Internet is now providing these racists and bigots with a
global platform, something which they've never enjoyed before? Or would these
revisionists have grown to their current level of public attention, their activities now
occupying increasing amounts of media space, had the Internet not been invented?
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It's quite likely that, as survivors of the Holocaust grow older and become
fewer and fewer in number, that denialism would have become increasingly a part of
the natural tendency to re-write history with hindsight.
And all the trappings of extreme fascism verging on Nazism are on the rise
again throughout the world, whether we look at South America, Russia, or Europe.
Both of these worrying phenomena would have occurred without the Internet.
However, their rapacious growth can be linked directly to their ability to spread
globally through the World Wide Web. Before the Internet, anyone professing
extreme racist views had to promote those views covertly through the slow-growth of
membership of the organisation, or by means of a mailing list. Only rarely did racists
venture out in broad daylight onto the streets and hand out their vilifying leaflets in
the hope of converting passers-by. Law enforcement authorities usually made short
work of such people, committing offences under race relations legislation.
Now, however, they can say what they want. They can spread their lies and
distortions with relative impunity. In case you doubt this, have a listen to what was
written on one of the newest racial hatred sites, created in May 2000, The White
American Journal, whose latest edition is dedicated to Documenting the on-going war
against America's values, nation, traditions, heritage, and race. The front page on
its Internet site poses such deeply philosophical questions as 'Do Jews Run
Hollywood?' and 'Who Rules America?' and 'Why Jews are Communists' and
'Jewish Media Control'. Now where have we heard all this before? But listen to
what they write about the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League:
The Anti Defamation League of B'nai B'rith is America's foremost spy
organization, dangerous and terrifying for the size and scope of its
databank, the speed with which it retrieves material up to many years old
with which to repulse or attack its "enemies", and the instant public
exposure available to them from their teammates in the media.
Of course, it's very tempting for us communists and spies and media moguls to
laugh at this nonsensical drivel. But while we're the target against which it's aimed,
we're not the audience which is the site's intended readership, nor are we the type of
people to be affected by its message, and nor are we likely to change our opinion of
the Jewish nation because of their perversion of the facts. And that's something which
I'll come on to later.
Traditional propaganda, the type of stuff which I've just read out, has now
been given an exciting and organic medium in which to grow and proliferate. Normal
methods of spreading propaganda and vilification used to be slow and cumbersome.
However, all of that changed when the Internet gave these people access to a global
platform. While terrestrial legislation still works in cyberspace, and these people are
prone to the same laws which prevent their evil from being put into legitimate print,
there seems to be a reluctance on the part of our legislature to take action in the
criminal courts against hate site owners. This is despite the fact that if race hatred
material originates from Australia, even if it is hosted from overseas, it may still fall
under Australian jurisdiction.
But is such action necessary? Is there any real danger from these racial hatred
sites? Will they lead to an upsurge in Nazism on our streets, to formerly decent people
suddenly wearing uniforms emblazoned with swastikas and goosestepping and
saluting, to jackboots trampling on our sacred democratic institutions?
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On their own, no! But as I said, there has been a dramatic rise in extreme
right-wing activity throughout the world. The recent Austrian elections have given
warning of this to the rest of Europe. Right wing activity is starting to dominate the
American elections. Fascists and neo-Nazi groups are marching again in France and
Britain and Scandinavia and Canada. And let's not forget the terrifying appeal of
Pauline Hanson, who managed to swing a huge number of Australian's behind her
plainly racist and bigoted banner, and who is again on the verge of re-launching her
stalled political career. Her Svengali, David Oldfield, and his webmaster, Scott
Balson, were very sophisticated in their use of the Internet to promote the One Nation
Party.
But what really concerns many observers is how widespread is the growing
appeal of these hate sites within an exponentially growing Internet community in a
world which knows no boundaries.
All of these groups have turned to the Internet as the medium for their voices
to be heard, as their means of expression. Of course other political and social groups
also use the internet, though hubris in cyberspace can be self-defeating, as Jeff
Kennett found to his cost in the last Victorian elections. But the difference between
the racists and mainstream political groups on the internet is the danger which comes
from their seduction of young and uncritical minds.
And this, I believe, is where Hitler's grandchildren in cyberspace have learned
valuable lessons from propagandists such as Dr. Goebbels.
Whilst I was writing my latest novel, Berlin Song, a book about life in
Germany in the 1930's and 40's, I used a number of search engines to find out what
material there was on the Internet concerning Nazism. A search engine is a very
clever device in which you write a brief description of what you’re looking for, and in
the blink of an eye, the search engine provides you will references to where on the
Internet you can read the material you’re looking for.
I used certain keywords in the search, and with no difficulty whatsoever, I
was led to dozens of neo-Nazi websites. It was a sobering experience. The lies about
Hitler's knowledge of the gas ovens, the mindless denial that the Holocaust actually
happened, the spurious 'facts' which were used to disprove the eyewitness evidence of
millions of people, was frightening and disgusting.
As a novelist, it is my job to write about the facts of history and to recognise
the distortions. But what worried me was how young minds might view these sites whether they would be influenced - whether they would read the lies and distortions
and believe them - whether they might be unwittingly inculcated, trapped, in the web
of deceit these hate site creators have woven in the fabric of the Internet.
I visit many schools to talk about creative writing. And with my new concerns
about the use of the Internet by fascists and neo-Nazis, I began to ask whether the
boys or girls had ever visited any of these sites. Of course, there were the usual
denials, as there would be if a parent asked a child whether they'd ever visited an adult
site on the web. But I soon learned how to phrase the questions in order to elicit the
truth. And the reality was very troubling. Because by my calculation, in an average
class of 30 children, at least five to eight will have accidentally happened upon one of
the extreme racist websites.
Why? Just to have a look? The usual answer was that they were researching a
social science or history project, and they arrived at the site by accident. Further
questioning, however, revealed that they were looking for Gothic material, for swords
and knights in armour and the romance of the Teutonic age.
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But there are grounds for thinking that the creators of these sites are more
devious in their acquisition of visitors, than relying on a serendipitous visit. Even a
casual visit shows that their artwork is designed for young peoples' interest in
Crusader imagery. Much music and other popular culture today is Gothic. Most of the
youth games rely on the Gothic for their creativity - dungeons and dragons and
knights in armour. The Star Wars films are medieval phantasies with 23rd century
weaponry. Indeed much of the ethos of today's youth culture would have been
recognisable to a European youngster living in the world of Henry the Second and
Richard the First.
So is there a conspiracy amongst all these racist website owners and designers
to entrap young people in their mesh, and convert their minds to become the next
generation of fascists? And how much of a real danger are these sites to a democratic
society?
It isn't possible to give a definitive answer. The racists who drive the engines
of these sites don't respond to questions about their size or their motivations. Anyone
who questions them is part of the conspiracy to stop them propagating their
philosophies. And nor do they reveal their membership lists, so no accurate count can
be made of the numbers of people who have been influenced by them since they
began purveying their concepts seven years ago. And nor is it safe to ignore them.
Because in the 1930's, the world hoped Adolf Hitler would go away.
This might sound like a depressing scenario. But I think it's important not to
allow things to get out of perspective. There are fascists, and fascistic material in the
streets of every city. It rarely bothers us. But what I've tried to do is to show that this
new medium for the promotion and proliferation of fascism needs watching as
carefully as anything in the real world, where the laws which apply to racial
vilification are more actively enforced.
And this concept of watching the fascists might remind us of a model created
by the 18th Century social commentator, Jeremy Bentham. In 1791, Bentham
published plans for a new type of prison called a Panopticon. The construction was
simple. Instead of having brick walls, the prison would have glass walls. It would be
built in a circular fashion, with the prisoners on the outer rim. Inside the Panopticon
tower would be the guards, who would be invisible to the prisoners through a
sophisticated construction of shades and shutters…yet the guards would be able to see
the prisoners at all times. So the prisoners would never know when they were being
observed, and their actions and movements would be visible to everybody else, yet
the watchers, the guards, would be invisible to everybody.
Now this concept has much to recommend it. It forces people to behave
properly because they never know when they're being surveyed. Therefore, with a
minimum of security, prisoners effectively have to monitor their own behaviour, and
behave themselves.
Of course, when this principle is applied to government administration, the
workplace, schools, and the rest of our daily lives, it's very easy to see the enormous
pitfalls and dangers of this model of social control. George Orwell in his book 1984
showed the way in which society could be enslaved by a Panopticon controlled by Big
Brother.
And it's very tempting to think that we should make the World Wide Web into
a sort of a Panopticon, in which the operators of all websites had to behave
themselves, because there might be some overarching authority looking at everything
they do. This would be particularly effective in regard to the pornography industry
and especially against the hate sites. If the people who pump out this evil stuff knew
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that their whereabouts and identities were going to be made freely available to the rest
of the world, if the visitors to these sites knew that someone was watching them, and
the secrecy of the lounge-room in which visitors to these sites lived had suddenly
been breached, and if they could no longer hide behind a wall of anonymity, then
there might be a reluctance for them to be so vocal and vociferous.
But there's a converse to this idea. If we expose the fascists, then we must, by
the paradigm which creates that technology, also expose everybody else. That means
that every opinion on the net must be monitored and ultimately mediated. Apart from
the question of censorship, think about the implications. What about human rights
activists in countries such as Afghanistan and China and Indonesia and Malaysia and
countries in Arabia and South America. If their anonymity is exposed to the regimes
running those countries, hundreds of thousands of innocent lives would be imperilled.
Are the advantages of censoring these evil hate sites greater than risking the very
freedom of speech which has made so much of the world so much more transparent
than it was before the advent of the Internet? This is a question which needs to be
addressed by jurists and ethicists and governments and Internet specialists.
So is there an answer to the dangers posed by these websites? And what
should we responsible adults do about protecting our children from them? Tempting
as it is, do we censor them? Again, if there is an answer to this question, then it needs
to be determined on an international basis by an international forum, supported by
liberal democratic governments such as Australia’s
The parameters are there for us all to see. Firstly censorship isn't really
possible because of the very nature of the Internet. And secondly censorship isn't the
way to fight racism. Nor is there any value in attempting to change the mindsets of
these fascists and educate the creators and promoters of these websites with the real
facts of history, because almost every study done of extremists shows that they simply
can't be educated out of their hatreds. But where education is needed is in the people
who visit the websites.
And there are very real reasons to educate the rest of the community in the
truth of the history which is prostituted by the lies and distortions of these sites.
But here lies another potential problem. Will drawing attention to them
accidentally serve as a way of promoting them, and hence have an antithetical effect
to that which we want? Perhaps, but what would be more dangerous would be to bury
our heads and hope they'll go away. Bitter experience shows us that when we ignore
extremism, it grows and grows until it bites. And having recognized the dangers
posed, organizations like the B’nai B’rith Anti Defamation League, Harvard
University’s Hate Watch and a growing number of other bodies have dedicated their
time and resources to monitoring the spread of hate on the net.
This is where Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon concept has its place. In constant
observation and monitoring. But two things have to be born in mind.
The first is that, with the exception of a comparative handful of skinhead thugs
rampaging against the new world order in the capitals of the old world, there are no
real Nazi armies with real guns and murderous purpose; and the second is that
whenever we hear of fascism, we must remember that it is often a reaction against the
rapidity of change…that these neo-Nazis and racists are living in a world of massive
change and uncertainty and possess few of the skills necessary to succeed in an
increasingly technological society and who crave the certainties of the old order. And
its against people like these that we need the Internet Service Providers to pull the
plug, to prevent them having a voice, to use their powers to deny racists an outlet.
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Those who have appropriated the technology of the modern era to promote
their hatreds are a relatively new breed of fascist; they are often young, fairly well
educated, technologically skilled, and with a burning passion to relive the glories of
the past. It is these people, the Goebbels of the modern age, who are the problem, not
the armies of mindless thugs and neo-Nazi hooligans wearing swastikas on their
outstretched arms and goose-stepping through the streets of Paris and London and
Berlin, puppets in a dance choreographed by others, by Hitler's Grandchildren with
their Jackboots in Cyberspace.
There is no one simple and immediate response which will halt the
proliferation of online hate. However, it is clear that a response is necessary. But this
response must balance the educational advantages of the Internet and the right of
freedom of expression with the needs to prevent this medium being abused by hatemongers. This is an international phenomenon, but it has acutely Australian
manifestations. Organizations such as the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission
have uncovered an exponential growth of Australian hate sites and increasing
numbers of Australians are being exposed to these sites. Organizations, such as the
B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Commission, are developing ongoing proposals to begin
to deal with the problem. The Australian government needs to demonstrate the
political will to adopt local measures and support international efforts to counter this
phenomenon.
The answer to the problems of fascists in cyberspace, therefore, lies here, on
the ground. Surely, it is vested in the world's global bodies of justice and government.
If the world can enact treaties which define the limits beyond which societies must not
tread without contravening the basic rules of humanity, then surely now is the time for
us to come to terms with a definition of acceptability on the Internet. We have created
laws which define the nature of Genocide, the abuse and enslavement of humanity,
the Rights of the Child, the elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination, and
enacted covenants on civil, political, cultural, social and economic rights. Surely,
then, we can enact a Convention or a Covenant on the rights of the uses and abuses of
cyberspace. Just as international airlines are regulated by IATA, just as shipping is
regulated by international maritime laws, and just as there are international protocols
governing the environment, so surely laws can be enacted governing the abuse of the
Internet. While the Internet should be free to all, that freedom must be used
responsibly, and must not enable groups to abuse cyberspace by the vilification of
other races, creeds or colours.
Now that the Internet is firmly established as the medium of choice for global
communications, and can be considered to have come of age, let us celebrate its
maturity with an international covenant celebrating its freedom from intolerance and
discrimination.
Thank You.

